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QUESTION 1

Which of the following conditions must be met in order for a web browser to trust a web server certificate signed by a
third-party CA? 

A. The public key of the web server certificate must be installed on the browser. 

B. The web-server certificate must be installed on the browser. 

C. The CA certificate that signed the web-server certificate must be installed on the browser. 

D. The private key of the CA certificate that signed the browser certificate must be installed on the browser. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the IPS sensor configuration shown in the exhibit, and then answer the question below. 

What are the expected actions if traffic matches this IPS sensor? (Choose two.) 

A. The sensor will gather a packet log for all matched traffic. 

B. The sensor will not block attackers matching the A32S.Botnet signature. 

C. The sensor will block all attacks for Windows servers. 

D. The sensor will reset all connections that match these signatures. 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following features is supported by web filter in flow-based inspection mode with NGFW mode set to profile-
based? 

A. FortiGuard Quotas 

B. Static URL 

C. Search engines 

D. Rating option 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statements about HA for FortiGate devices are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Sessions handled by proxy-based security profiles cannot be synchronized. 

B. Virtual clustering can be configured between two FortiGate devices that have multiple VDOMs. 

C. HA management interface settings are synchronized between cluster members. 

D. Heartbeat interfaces are not required on the primary device. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statements about antivirus scanning mode are true? (Choose two.) 

A. In proxy-based inspection mode antivirus buffers the whole file for scarring before sending it to the client. 

B. In flow-based inspection mode, you can use the CLI to configure antivirus profiles to use protocol option profiles. 

C. In proxy-based inspection mode, if a virus is detected, a replacement message may not be displayed immediately. 

D. In quick scan mode, you can configure antivirus profiles to use any of the available signature data bases. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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